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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ZAZEN COMPACT OR 
ZAZEN HANDSET SHOWER FILTER CARTRIDGE

zazen Replacement
Shower Filter Cartridges
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STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

Remove stickers from the top and bottom of the 
filter cartridge

Simply hold the shower head firmly and unscrew the head at the top of the 
Shower Filter (anti-clockwise). 

Remove the existing cartridge - to do this gently push the cartridge to the side 
and lift out of place.

Place the new filter cartridge inside and push it down into place. Screw the 
head of the Shower Filter back on firmly (clockwise). 

Run your Shower Filter on cold for 30 seconds to flush it and it is ready to use! 

You can recycle your used shower filter cartridge. All zazen Shower Filters are 100% recyclable, we use Green Filtration Media, 
which breaks down without harm to the planet or our health.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ZAZEN RAINDROP SHOWER FILTER CARTRIDGE
With the zazen Raindrop Shower Filter you will need a Phillips 
screwdriver to disassemble it.
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

Unscrew the 6 screws in the holes evenly spaced around 
the faceplate of the showerhead. 

Remove the existing cartridge - to do this gently push the cartridge to the side 
and lift out of place. Remove stickers from the top and bottom of the new 
cartridge and then place the new filter cartridge inside the showerhead and push 
it down into place.

Ensure the black seal (already in the faceplate) is in place and gently push the front 
and back of the showerhead together.

The faceplate of the showerhead will click into place against the back piece of the 
showerhead. When you feel this click, the screw holes should be perfectly aligned. 
Now screw the 6 screws back in firmly.

Run your Raindrop Shower Filter on cold for 30 seconds to flush it & it’s ready to use!

zazen Raindrop

Replacement Cartridge
(507)


